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Abstract: Temporal video segmentation techniques provide unwavering support for video parsing and content 
analysis. The foremost challenge in storage and retrieval system creation is bridging the semantic gap between 
low-level features and high-level interpretations. The middle-level image partitions are proposed to be used for 
video segmentation. Such spatio-temporal segmentation is discussed and experimentally investigated. 
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Introduction 

Development and application explosion of multimedia technologies bring forward active research on the subject 
of Content Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) with digital video libraries and archives of immense size. There arise 
four main interdependent problems involved in CBVR:  

i. content analysis, i.e. converting a query into frame or video segment features, e.g. color, texture, 
thresholds, shape, structure, layout, etc., and vice versa, as well as translating at least some results into 
semantic concepts, ipso facto bridging the semantic gap; 

ii. video structure parsing, i.e. detection of shots that contain frames with similar visual contents, pattern 
composition of scenes, stories and, finally, video stream; 

iii. summarization or abstraction, i.e. creating a rich presentation of visual information about the video 
sequence structure;  

iv. indexing, i.e. support of similarity search in unstructured video collections. 

It is evident that shots are the basic units for video content analysis but lap dissolve, fade, side curtain wipe, 
sluggish panning etc. put significant hindrances in valid shot boundary detection. In addition, a query ‘ad 
exemplum’ requires representations of story images and/or temporal aspects of the video. Semantic gap 
between low-level features and high-level concepts is challenged to generate more suitable feature spaces. This 
work was intended as an attempt to motivate reasonably double-ply segmentation: spatial segmentation of each 
frame and temporal segmentation of frame partition sequences to produce shot sets as the basis of high-level 
processing and interpretation. 
A video can be analyzed at different levels of granularity [Tekalp, 2005]. For object tracking, the low-level is an 
individual frame that is usually used for extracting static visual features like color, texture, shape, or interest 
points. Videos, as a rule, can be decomposed into shots [Gauch, 1999] which show a sequence of frames 
captured by a single camera in a single continuous action in time and space. High-level techniques require 
determining more descriptive segments, e.g. well explored tools of time series analysis may be used for time 
varying nature of video analysis [Bodyanskiy, 2012]. 

The segmentation of each frame of a video into homogeneous regions is an important issue for many 
applications such that region-based motion detection [Varcheie, 2010], image enhancement (since different 
processing may be applied to different regions) [Jie, 2010], 2D to 3D conversion, human identification [Poignant, 
2012], data context search [Chaisorn, 2003], image extraction [Caplier, 2001]. These applications make two main 
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demands to segmentation: accuracy of region boundaries in spatial segmentation and temporal stability of 
segmentation from frame to frame. 

Generally spatial segmentation can be divided into two main categories, namely, contour-based [Iannizzotto, 
2000] and region-based methods [Nock, 2004]. In the first category, edges are computed and connected 
components are extracted. This approach cannot take benefit of statistical properties of the considered image 
regions. At the same time, region-based segmentation methods avoid these drawbacks by considering regions 
as basic elements [Snoek, 2005], hence any regional based matching of images is more reliable. 

Various algorithms are known for video segmentation. The first class of techniques proposes to perform a 3D 
segmentation by considering the spatio-temporal data as a volume. We can cite the work of [Wang, 2003] that 
takes benefit of the 3D structure tensor for segmentation. Some other recent works propose 3D approaches 
using a mean-shift-based analysis 2 VLSI Design [DeMenthon, 2002]. Let us note that if each shot is segmented 
as a 3D volume, the number of frames to store may be unbounded for each segmentation. 

The second class of methods concerns frame-by-frame algorithms. In these approaches, the spatial 
segmentation of the second frame is deduced from the spatial segmentation of the first one using motion 
estimation [Wang, 1998]. Matching is performed between regions of different frames in such approaches. All the 
regions are then linked and video object tracking algorithms [Patras, 2002] may take benefits of correspondence 
between regions. 
We take the view that partition matching provides middle-level of feature analysis in the form of so-called image 
‘spatial content’, that is a small but important step toward video understanding. The remaining sections are 
organized as follows. The next section deals with models of spatio-temporal video segmentation. Further, 
experimental results and discussion are presented. 

Spatio-temporal segmentation 

Considering existing approaches to video parsing, it is important to pay attention to possibility of video 
segmentation by means of analysis of separate frames, in particular, through their segmentation with further 
selection of different region features, and primarily, field of view partitions as a whole. So, we may talk about 
double-ply segmentation i.e. video temporal segmentation on the base of spatial frame segmentation matching. 
Thus, it is necessary to consider video analysis to take into account separate shot properties induced by 
traditional spatial segmentation. It is one of the basic objects of studying, at least, from the point of view of visual 
information ‘spatial content’ research.  

Assume that field of view D  at fixed time can be represented by partition β={ }R r  composed of L  regions (

1β , L ). Taking into account that β βD   R  and β ββ ,β {1,2,..., } :β β     ' ''' '' L ' '' r r , using 

e.g. ANOVA principles, we can indicate a criterion  

1

1
β β

β

card
n 

 
L

C C r , (1) 

where βC  denotes nonnegative interregional and intraregional variance differences normalized by intraregional 

variance. It is necessary to minimize C  on all possible segmentations { }R  for the fixed number of regions. 

Indeed, if segmentation is successful, i.e. detected regions are homogeneous, values βC  for every region are 

small, and consequently C  tends to zero. The minimization of (1) can be fulfilled by various procedures, e.g. by 

well known color-texture algorithms, but with consideration of possible transitions ‘partitions – coverings’ under 
segmentation post-processing, passing to ‘spatial contents’ we may additionally use procedures intended for 
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multiple meaning to obtain totally correct and complete segmentation of complex scenes. [Chupikov, 2007].  

It should be emphasized that each detected region (equivalence class) can be interpreted as binary image, 
hence mathematical morphology tools are suitable to refine segmentations. Morphological filters are nonlinear 
filters suitable for filtering task. Firstly, a morphological filter may be used for restoring images corrupted by some 
type of noise. Secondly, a morphological filter may be used to selectively remove image structure or objects. 
Moreover, there exist many specific filters: rank opening [Ronse, 1986], segment based filters [Meyer, 1989]; 
orientation dependent filtering [Kurdy, 1989]); filters for graphs [Vincent, 1989] etc. Note, there are many 
approaches of morphological filtering like parallel combination, sequential combination, iterative combination, 
self-dual approach or toggle mapping (edge sharpening) [Soille, 2004]. But with regard to segmentation 
improvement we should talk only about second group of filters, allowing removing unwanted objects or their 
parts. Sequential filters are fully applicable in this case. For this purpose it is possible to use the derivative 
operations of mathematical morphology, such as opening   and closing  : 

H β H H β( ) ( ( ))r r   , 

H β H H β( ) ( ( ))r r   , 
 

where H β β β β( )={ : [ H ] }( )  r z r z r r  is the morphological dilation operation, ( , ) Dz x y  , β Dr   

H β β β( ) { : (H ) }rr z r z r      is the morphological operation of erosion; H  is a structural element and 

βH { : H}r z r z    . 

Opening can remove ‘capes’, ‘isthmus’ and ‘islands’ smaller than the structuring element and closing can fill 
‘gulfs’, ‘channels’ and ‘lakes’ smaller than the structuring element. Then the simplest sequential filter can be built 
as follows: open-close or close-open. Difference between methods we’ll see at fig.1. We will get different results  

 

Figure 1. Difference between two methods  

depending on the sequence of operations. If in the first case we can unite part of objects lying close to each 
other (in the distance, not exceeding the sizes of structural element), then in the second case such objects are 
combined only in case when these objects are more then sizes of structural element (otherwise they will 
disappear after implementation of the first part of filtration). Thus, there are common situations: any small sized 
object (smaller than the structuring element), lying separately at the distance which exceeds the size of structural 
element, will disappear in any case. Another approach that can be applied is the usage of reconstruction 
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operators. In this case, we have iterative morphological filters with the following advantages: removing features 
smaller than the structuring element without altering the shape, reconstructing connected components from the 
preserved features. Reconstruction operators have greater exactness of element selection and removing of 
unnecessary objects, however, the process is iterative and its application is not the best one for video 
segmentation, as it requires considerable time and resource expenses that narrow the class of problems, where 
it can be used directly. This method used for segmentation improvement of some real image segment is 
illustrated on fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2 Morphological filtration for segmentation improvement 

Before proceeding with experimental analysis of spatio-temporal video segmentation (or “double” segmentation), 
i.e. their granulation (in an ideal) on semantically equivalent sequences of shots, we will consider this process in 
a general view. 

Consider video 1 2  { ( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )}KB x y B x y B x y . Further we will disregard spatial coordinates ,x y D , 

focusing attention on discrete time 1 ,k K . If i j  and ,i jB B , then video segment [ , ]i jS B B  in video 

  is the set of ordered in times images:  { : , }kB k i j  where iB  is left bound of the segment [ , ]i jS B B , 

jB  is right bound of the same segment and ( )S  is a power set of segments. 

Let Rp
iP  be a feature vector (it is arbitrary but in fact we mean the partition iP ) which describes an image 

iB , then each segment [ , ]i jS B B  is a set of values 1 1   {( , ),( , ),...,( , )}ij i i i i j jB P B P B P . Using 

instantaneous (between two adjacent frames) dissimilarity of images, i.e. 1 ρ( , )k k kP P , 2 ,k K  where ρ  

is some metric on the feature set. Then we can describe feature changes in a segment [ , ]i jS B B  as 

1( ) (ρ( , ), ), ,    ij i k kf P P k i j   

where a function ( )f  takes into account similarity (dissimilarity) of segment based on current shot and similarity 

(difference) of two sequential in time images.  

If value  ( )ij  is less than given or found from a priori defined threshold  , then [ , ]i jS B B  is the segment of 

video. There are sequences of frames, corresponding to the semantic concepts of ‘events’, ‘b-roll’ etc. based on 
segments. The number of stratification levels and their structure substantially depend on the current tasks of 
video data analysis. 
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We will distinguish only the concept of ‘video group’  mF , inducing video segmentation  

[ , ]m i jl ll
F S B B ,   mm

F ,  m mF' F'' .  

Generally, segments have to be sequential in time from the semantic point of view. For this reason, a video 
group is the basic object of video data analysis and a segment comes forward as a basic processing unit. 
Without loss of generality in consideration, we will suppose that a segment is the same as video group, uniting 
segments (incoherent in time, but close by metric) in a single one.  

Quite often some key-frame  [ , ]k i jB S B B , which turns out to be a representative or synthesized from some 

averages in metric space, is a basic segment [ , ]i jS B B  description. On fig. 3 we can see video  , segments 

[ , ]i jS B B , key-frame kB  and spatial segmentation kR  by criteria (1). 

 

Figure 3 Model of video structure 

Overall: first of all we need to get video granulation 1 2  { , ,..., }KB B B  on segments [ , ]l i jS B B , 1 2 , ,...,l L  

such that   mm
S ,  m' m''S S . As a criterion we will use dissimilarity between spatial frame 

segmentation kR , 1 ,m K . 

Supposing the set cardinality as measure [Kinoshenko, 2007], we have 

1 1

ρ( , ) ( ) ( )
n m

i j i j
i j

R' R'' card r' r'' card r' r''
 

   , (2) 

where 1' { ' }m
i iR r , 1{ }n

j jR'' r''   is image ,B' B''  partitions. Decision-making that an image belongs to 

the current segment is based on (2) by the one-dimensional time series analysis. 

Thus, as a rule, methods on tracking signal are used, being an indicator of changes in controlled signals.  

In practice the widest distribution was got by heuristic procedures, such as methods of Chow, Brown, Trigg-
Leach etc. Authentication of gradual changes is performed by the basic Brown methods. Sharp fluctuations are 
better determined by means of Trigg-Leach tracking signal. 
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Experimental results 

The aim of experimental researches is studying of video segmentation, specific for determination of segments 
with group correlation between objects.  

All the experiments were held on video with 1500 frames. The duration of frame equals to a minute. Initial 
resolution is 1920 1080  pixels. Typical example of video is shown on fig. 3. It contains 9 segments, 3 of which 

actually are smooth interfering transitions from one to the next. 

Obviously, that initial image quality is particularly significant for spatial segmentation of each frame. Fig. 4 illustra- 

 

Figure 4. Spatial segmentation dependence on video resolution 

tes changes in spatial frame segmentation (in pairs, consistently in time) for the same segmentation algorithm. 
Evidently, it is possible to find a reasonable compromise between complicated calculation and adequacy of 
results, in particular, the segments are better recognized from video data at resolution 480 272  and 

720 412  pixels. Segments are practically not extracted at resolution 246 136  pixels. Also segments are 

difficult to extract at resolution 1280 720  and 1920 1080 . 

It is necessary to underline that a choice of spatial frame segmentation algorithm influences on video temporal 
segmentation. Moreover, the same spatial frame segmentation algorithms with different parameters influence 
different object detailing. The influence of segmentation algorithm parameters is shown on fig. 5. As shown, a 
transition moment from one segment to another is clearly visible at the second and third charts, but for the first 
chart everything is not so obvious, though very distinct. 

Conclusion 

Video segmentation on the basis of spatial segmentation analysis of separate shots or so-called “double” 
segmentation (spatio-temporal) is considered. Initial video data is analyzed with its granulation of separate 
segments, characterizing fragments with single meaning. Initial video data influence on resolution choice for 
resultant spatio-temporal segmentation is considered, and also the algorithm is analyzed for parameter choice in 
terms of segmentation of separate shots. It should be noted that experimental results have shown that there is 
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no need to take initial data with large resolution and conduct too detailed frame segmentation, as it results only in 
considerable increase of data processing without any visible improvement of video segmentation results (and 
maybe even with their degradation). 

Consequently, this approach permits conducting video data segmentation in near to real-time mode that 
accordingly allows implementation for video data analysis. Thus, it can be used as an intermediate step on the 
way to key frame extraction from video data, as it allows allocating segments with similar content that facilitates 
key frame search. 

The paper is published with financial support by the project ITHEA XXI of the Institute of Information Theories 
and Applications FOI ITHEA (www.ithea.org) and the Association of Developers and Users of Intelligent Systems 
ADUIS (www.aduis.com.ua). 

 

Figure 5. Example of segmentation parameter influence on distinctiveness of changes 
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